101Bio.com

better than big brands and save…

HIV Rev-dependent Reporter Cells
- New generation HIV indictor cells

(Cat.#: HRC-1 ~ HRC-6)

Introduction
101Bio’s HIV Rev-dependent reporter cells represent a major advancement in the development of HIV
indicator cells (Wu et al., 2007). This new reporter system differs dramatically from the common LTR-based
reporter cells, which rely solely on the HIV promoter, the long terminal repeat (LTR), to drive reporter
expression.
While responsive to an early HIV protein, Tat, the LTR is also responsive to cell culture conditions and the
stimulation by a variety of known and unknown factors, including cytokines, mitogens, HDAC inhibitors,
lipopolysaccharide, certain anti-tumor drugs, or free viral proteins (Siekevitz et al., 1987; Sweet et al., 1995).
Such non-HIV dependent reporter expression frequently diminishes reporter specificity and sensitivity. In
contrast to the LTR-based reporter cells, our Rev-dependent reporter cells use both LTR and the Rev/RRE
interaction to regulate reporter gene expression. This strict requirement for Rev, a viral protein present only in
infected cells, drastically improves the reporter specificity and sensitivity.
With unparalleled sensitivity and specificity, our Rev-dependent reporter cells are suitable for a broad range of
applications including screening broadly neutralizing antibodies and anti-HIV drugs; studying HIV cell-cell
transmission, and host restriction and dependency factors. Derived from CD4 T-cells, our reporter cells express
native levels of HIV receptors, and are natural HIV targets with broad susceptibility to X4, R5, primary HIV
isolates, and certain SIV strains. With GFP, Luc, or GFP/Luc detection options, our Rev-dependent cells provide
a versatile and flexible platform for your HIV research.
Are your current cells leaving you blue?
Feature
✓ Unparalleled sensitivity & specificity: Rev-regulated reporter expression
✓ Versatile: GFP & Luciferase dual reporter system
✓ Natural HIV target: Derived from Human CD4 T-cells
✓ Physiologically relevant: Natural levels of HIV receptors/co-receptors
✓ Broad susceptibility: susceptible to X4, R5, primary HIV isolates, some SIV
Applications
Our Rev-dependent reporter cells allow you to easily perform:
✓ TCID50 assays: Routine HIV infectivity & quantification
✓ Anti-HIV drug screenings via one-step infection
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✓ Routine EC50/LD50 quantifications of anti-HIV compounds
✓ Screenings for broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAB) (from laboratory and clinical research samples)
✓ Neutralizing antibody quantifications
✓ HIV cell-cell transmission and HIV drug-resistance studies
✓ HIV host restriction factor (HRF) studies
✓ HIV host dependency factor (HDF) studies
✓ Low-level HIV gene expression assessments
✓ HIV pre-integration transcription studies
✓ HIV latency and reactivation studies
✓ HIV outgrowth detection following reactivation
✓ HIV tropism determinations

Tired of Being Blue?
Go Green or Firefly Instead...
Have you ever mis-timed your assays only to have all
your cells turn blue? Do the pictures all look familiar?
Our Rev-dependent reporter cells eliminate the
potential to generate false positive signal because
your current indicator cells turned blue without HIV
infection or because you did not perfectly time your
X-Gal staining. With unparalleled specificity & sensitivity, our Rev-dependent reporter cells come with a GFP,
Luciferase or a combination GFP/Luciferase reporter that provides you with ease of use and flexibility.
Greater HIV Sensitivity and Specificity— Minimal Background Signal
Nearly all HIV Indicator Cells use the LTR promoter to drive reporter expression. While responsive to HIV Tat,
the LTR promoter generates false positive reporter expression due to HIV-independent factors - resulting in
lower HIV specificity and a lower HIV detection range. Changes in cell culture conditions, the presence of
mitogens, cytokines, cellular activators, and chromatin modulators can all produce background signal in LTR
reporters. Our Rev-dependent reporter cells overcome the drawbacks of LTR reporter lines by being
engineered to use the interaction between HIV Rev and RRE (Rev-Response Element) to regulate reporter
expression. Rev is present only in HIV+ cells. The high stringency that Rev imposes on the reporter dramatically
decreases background signal and significantly increases sensitivity. Thus, our Rev-dependent reporter cells
specifically detect low-levels of HIV replication even in the presence of environmental factors that generate
false signal with the LTR promoter.
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Our Rev-dependent reporter cells carry stably integrated reporter constructs that are derived from the HIV
genome. The incorporation of RRE and multiple, authentic HIV splicing sites permits reporter expression only
from the non-spliced and singly-spliced transcripts in the presence of Rev.

Our Rev-dependent reporter cells are highly HIV-specific when compared with the LTR-GFP indicator cells.
Without HIV, our reporter cells have undetectable GFP, whereas the LTR-GFP cells have high background GFP.
Our Rev-dependent reporter cells do not respond to PMA stimulation (100 ng / ml), while the LTR-GFP cells
respond to PMA stimulation by producing high levels of GFP signal in the absence of HIV.
Thoroughly Characterized
Each of our cell lines has been thoroughly characterized and validated with regards to HIV responsiveness and
sensitivity to anti-HIV inhibitors, HIV activators, and HIV neutralizing antibodies. Our reporter cells are derived
from human T-cells and carry physiological or near-physiological levels of HIV receptors and relevant T-cell
receptors. As such, our reporter cells are especially suited for quantifying HIV isolates and bnABs using
laboratory and clinical research samples.
Greater Physiological Relevance
Our Rev-dependent reporter cells are derived from CD4 T-cells such as CEM-SS (Wu et al., 2007) and A3R5,
(McLinden et al., 2013) and further engineered with a dual LTR and Rev-dependent reporter system. Because
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they are derived from CD4 T-cells and do not contain a super-abundance of HIV receptors, our reporter cells
provide a physiologically relevant and nAB sensitive reporter system.

Receptor cell density of A3R5 cells. Source: PLOS ONE, McLinden et al. 2013, 8: 11,
e7756. Our Rev-dependent Cell Lines (derived from CEM-SS & A3.01 cells) do not
have a super-abundance of receptors and more closely mimic natural T-cell HIV
receptor densities.

Examples of Application
Quantification of HIV neutralizing antibodies

Prior to infection, HIV(AD8), an R5 virus, was incubated with or without the
HIV neutralizing antibody B12 (10 μg/ml final). After 1 h, Rev-A3R5-GFP cells
were infected with Ab-neutralized and non-neutralized virus. Cells were
washed and cultured for 48 hours. GFP expression was quantified by flow
cytometry. PI = propidium iodide.

One Step Anti-HIV Drug Screening with the Rev-dependent GFP/Luc Reporter Cell
Easy-to-Use: One Infection, 3 Readouts: Increase the efficiency of your screening process by simplifying your
protocol. With our Rev-dependent reporter cell system, 3 readouts may be generated with one infection. Easily
screen for positive candidates based on the luciferase signal and then obtain population dynamics through flow
cytometry based on the fluorescent signal of GFP and/or a vital dye.
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HIV Rev-dependent Reporter Cells
Product

Catalog

Description

Size

Rev-A3R5-GFP

HRC-1

Derived from A3.01 cells. Natural CD4, CXCR4 and α4β7 expression.
Constitutive CCR5 expression. Rev-dependent GFP expression

Rev-A3R5-GFP/Luc

HRC-2

Derived from A3.01 cells. Natural CD4, CXCR4 and α4β7 expression.
Constitutive CCR5 expression. Rev-dependent GFP and Luc expression.

5 X 106 cells/vial

Rev-A3-GFP/Luc

HRC-3

Derived from A3.01 cells. Natural CD4 and CXCR4 expression.
Rev-dependent GFP and Luc expression.

5 X 106 cells/vial

Rev-CEM-GFP

HRC-4

Derived from CEM-SS cells. Natural CD4 and CXCR4 expression.
Rev-dependent GFP and Luc expression.

5 X 106 cells/vial

Rev-CEM-GFP/Luc

HRC-5

Derived from CEM-SS cells. Natural CD4 and CXCR4 expression.
Rev-dependent GFP and Luc expression.

5 X 106 cells/vial

Rev-CEM-Luc

HRC-6

Derived from CEM-SS cells. Natural CD4 and CXCR4 expression.
Rev-dependent Luc expression.

5 X 106 cells/vial

HIV Infection Enhancer, (enhance infection rate 5-20 folds)

0.2 ml, 1 ml

HIV Infection Enhancer

H901-02, H901-1

5 X 106 cells/vial

The Making of the Rev-dependent Reporter Cells
The HIV Rev-dependent Reporter cell lines were originally developed by Wu & Marsh at the National Institutes
of Health. The first generation of the Rev-dependent cell, Rev-CEM, has been used extensively in multiple
laboratories for studying HIV infection, anti-HIV drugs, and HIV cell-cell transmission. Multiple Rev-dependent
Reporter cells have been developed recently to meet the needs of the HIV/AIDS research community.
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HIV Rev-dependent Reporter Cells may be obtained with a Limited Use License. HIV Rev-dependent Reporter Cells are intended for Research Use Only and are not for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes or uses in human or animal.

Customer also buy:
Best Seller
Real 3D Cell Culture Gel (soft, medium, stiff)

1-Drop PCR Mix

Feature

Cat. #
P720
W2599-5

(squeeze 1 drop do PCR, no pipetting)

real 3D, cost less than Matrigel
squeeze bottle makes PCR easier

Exosome Isolation Solution (cell media, serum)

P527

polysaccharide method, 95% pure exosome,
easy protocol

Endosome Isolation Kit

P528

Fast: 20 minutes hands-on

Plasma Membrane Protein Extraction Kit

P503

Fast: 45 minutes

Virus Production

Feature

Cat. #

Lenti / Retrovirus 10x Titer-Up

P906 / P909

package 10x more virus

Lenti / Retrovirus Packaging Kit

P904 / P905

3rd generation packaging system

Transfection Reagent

P901

Higher efficiency than lipid-based kits

Cell Line Gene Editing - special expertise

3 ~ 6 mo.

State-of-the-art

Lenti / Retrovirus Packaging

2 weeks

10-year experience
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